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Some Reflectionson FinancialFragilityin Bankingand Finance
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The most valuable lesson I learned as a student of Hy Minsky's at Berkeley I
learned after the seminars. Hy always had a good attendanceat his Money and
Banking seminars from the Bank of Californiaand the San Francisco Fed, and we
would all go to a local bierstube, where the beer came in vast pitchers and seemed
in infinite supply. There I would watch fascinatedas Hy, who always dominated
and steered the conversation,would turn first to a student, then to a banker, asking
questions geared quite precisely to what each could reasonablybe expected to know:
theoreticalquestions to unworldly studentsand mattersof practice and policy to the
bankers. There seemed to be two entirely separate worlds of discourse-only Hy
seemed able to live in both at once. It was all grist to his mill: in the next seminar,
the answers to practicalquestionsbecame part of the theoreticaldiscourse, and theory would be turned to the analysis of some aspect of bank behavior we had heard
about over beer. Despite all the pressures of the mainstreamsearch for "pure"theory, Hy never departed from this method: the historical and institutionalcontingency of economic theory is a hallmarkof Hy's work.
Like so much that I should have learned at the time, this lesson took time to
come to some sort of fruition: I am by temperamenta theorist, much less engaged
with the world than Hy, who was always deeply engaged. Eventually, the historical
and institutionalfoundationsof Keynes's General Theorybegan to intrigue me-and
then a breakthroughcame, when two big issues in economic theory came together:I
realized that the reversal of causalitybetween saving and investmentwas dependent
on the banking system's having reachedthe stage at which it could create loans "by
the stroke of the pen," independentlyof saving, because the resulting deposits had
become means of paymentand would be willingly held [Chick 1983]. It was this faThe author is Professor of Economics, UniversityCollege London. This paper was presented at the
annual meeting of the Associationfor EvolutionaryEconomics, New Orleans, Louisiana, January 4-6,
1997.
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cility that allowed the "long side of the market" (for saving and investment) to
dominatewhen investmentexceeded saving, and it was this new money that constituted the "injectioninto the circular flow of income" that we all told our first-year
studentsabout in those days.
Although banks had reachedthis stage [identifiedas "Stage2" in Chick 1986] in
England from round about the last quarterof the nineteenthcentury, and it can be
argued that in Scotland the banks began in this phase because of a shortage of cash
[Dow and Earl 1982, chap. 3; Chick and Dow 1997], the debate on the banks'
power to create credit beyond the limits of intermediationwas only settled in the
1920s [Crick 1927]. (Theory follows history with a long and variable lag.) Integration with the theory of autonomousexpenditurewaited for Keynes [1936], who did
not make the link explicit. The role of bank credit in supportinginvestmenthas been
part of the endogenous money story for a long time [see, e.g., Davidson 1972;
1979, chap. 11], but the story takes the ability of the banks to create credit independently of saving for granted ratherthan emphasizingthe historical perspective:
thatperspective suggests that there was a time when the classical prioritywas true.
Having shown the importanceof bankingdevelopmentto one of the most important conclusions of The General Theory, it is perhaps time to revisit the subject in
the light of recent stages of the evolution of bankingpracticeand to enquirewhether
these changes, in combination with modem techniques of company finance and
changes in the securities markets, alter the conclusions of The General Theory regarding the role of investment. The changes in bankingpractice I have in mind are
off-balance-sheet activities and, particularly,securitized lending [Stage 6 in Chick
1993]. These combine with the considerable reliance by firms of internal finance
(which has been importantat least since the end of World War II) and a recent shift
toward the markets, rather than the banks, as sources of external finance. Finally,
the major actors in securities marketsare now pension funds and insurancecompanies: saving has become institutionalizedand their managementprofessionalized.
The Finance and Funding of Investment
In what I will refer to as the "Stage2+" theory, because banks have reached
their second stage of developmentor better, at least some of an expandedlevel of
investmentwas first financedby bank lending, then later fundedby firms issuing securities and paying the banks back. Finance takes place withoutprior saving; saving
provides the funding. Funding fully restores the banks' liquidity. (Cllick [1984],
Davidson [1986], and Studart [1995] all argue that this picture derives from
Keynes's post-General Theorywritings in 1937-39, with the additionalaspect of the
evolutionaryperspectiveon bankingstressed by Chick and Studart.)
One conclusion of this analysis is that the pace of growth is importantfor the financial robustnessof the system: while banks can finance a large amountof invest-
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ment, the resulting increase in the money supply will cause trouble if it is not continually resorbed by funding. While Keynesian saving is always "adequate,"one
must not forget that this aggregateincludes holdings of new money generatedin the
financingof investment,and if these are in excess of desiredholdings, inflationmay
result1 and the funding mechanism will be disturbed. The banks will become increasingly illiquid. This outcome is the likelier the faster the rate of growth of investment. So the robustness or fragility of the system is not only structural, but
dependsalso on the pace of change [Chick 1984].
Toporowski [1994] has challengedthis account of finance and funding. Quoting
the famous passage, "When the capital development of a country becomes a byproduct of a casino, the job is likely to be ill-done" [Keynes 1936, 159], Toporowski comments, "Keyneswas wrong on a matterof empirical fact: It is precisely
because of these dangers that established companies try not to finance their fixed
capital investment from the capital markets [but rather from] their reserves (i.e.,
their accumulatedundistributedincome) and in Britain some 80% of such investment is financed in this way" [1994, 70]. Internalfinancingby firms has long been
emphasizedby Post Keynesians, includingMinsky [1975, chap. 5], who arguedthat
firms will typically choose this methodfirst because it is cheaperand the cost is less
uncertain.And there is no doubtthat today it is the dominantmethod.2If it were the
only method, however, the autonomyof investmentwould be in serious question.
Part of the problem is that the descriptionis incomplete. Reserves are a bookkeeping entry. The matchingentry is a collection of financial assets, mostly liquid.
These will have to be sold to finance expenditure.From the point of view of the
autonomy of investment, the effect is indistinguishablefrom financing by means of
issue of new debt: the question is only who buys the debt or asset instruments.If
they are purchasedby banks in exchange for new deposits, the endogenous-money
element of the story told above goes through.Firms will still have to arrangefunding once the capital is on the balancesheet, but the liquidityof the purchasingbanks
does not rely on the success of this operation:the banks can restore their own liquidity when they wish by selling the asset.
If the assets are sold to the market, the story is the old loanable funds tale of
new money being constrainedby the flow of saving, unless there is some twist
bringingin bank credit. One such twist arose in Britainin the 1980s, when the Bank
of Englandacquireda significantamountof commercialpaper, thus financingfirms'
expenditurewith high-poweredmoney. Anotherpertainsto the U.S. market, where
recent trends show that firms are going direct to market with commercial paper
(which would later need funding) ratherthan to banks. However, the Federal Reserve, in response to the Penn Centraldefault, now promises to supportbanks that
back up commercial paper; commercialpaper is thus routinely issued with a backup line of bank credit [Wray 1994, 29-30]. In this case, the new money remainspo-
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tential, and unless and until lines of credit are activated, the transactionremainsoff
the banks' balance sheets.
Both these examples concern short-termpaper, usually associated with the finance of working capital ratherthan investment,but if the firm is building the new
capital in-house, the two are indistinguishable.This point was just as pertinentto
Keynes's explanation, for he would not have supposedthatbanks would lend for investment on a long-term basis either. This brings us to the role of the securities
markets. Their funding role, as we have seen, needs to be supplementedby the provision of a marketfor assets when reserves need to be realized. The influence of the
new actors (new, that is, in their importancesince Keynes wrote) is one that Keynes
anticipated:
It might have been supposed that competitionbetween expert professionals,
possessing judgment and knowledge beyond that of the averageprivateinvestor, would correct the vagaries of the ignorantindividualleft to himself. It
happens, however, that the energies and skill of the professionalinvestor and
speculatorare mainly occupied . .. not with making superiorlong-termforecasts of the probableyield of an investmentover its whole life, but with foreseeing changes in the conventionalbasis of valuation a short time ahead of
the general public [Keynes 1936, 154].
The new actors in the casino are more active, the speculationmore intense. With
both the banks and firms turning to more securitized lending, the marketshave a
greater role in financing deficit expenditureas well as fundingthe capital stock, the
influence of speculativebehavior is increased.
Financial Fragility in the Evolution of Banking
An interesting question, perhaps, is why banks and firms are turningto securitized forms of finance. In my pieces on the evolution of banks [1986, 1993], it was
the progressively enhanced freedom of banks to lend that took center stage, but the
story is also a classic tale of the evolution of financialfragility. Drawing this point
out, we see securitizationand off-balance-sheetactivity in clear perspective as retreats from the trendtowardgreaterfinancialfragility.
Early in the story, when banks were isolated and (in England)drew their capital
from no more than six partnerswith unlimitedliability, both liquidity and solvency
were primary concerns of the partners;they were sustainedby prudentoperations
alone: wise loans and a good liquiditycushion were essential to long-termsurvival.
Gradually, banks formed links with London banks for both liquidity and operational reasons; these links allowed them access to the money marketsin a liquidity
crisis. (The U.S. equivalentis the correspondentlink with Reserve City banks.) The
discount houses served the purposedeveloped much later as direct interbanklending
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(U.S.: Federal Funds market). Now liquidity relied not only on each bank's operations but on system liquidity, the activities of the discounthouses, and the behavior
of the money market. By this time, the banks had been integratedby their willingness to accept each others' liabilities and conformedto the "bankingsystem" of the
textbook model, in which banks can expand their lending freely as long as others
are acting in the same way, and since banks' liabilities are now acceptableas means
of payment, the cash drain from lending was, for the system as a whole, also greatly
reduced. The degree of prudence earlier required to maintain liquidity was thus
greatly reduced, thoughbankshad to learn the new limits by experience.
Some banks pushed their luck too hard, and macroeconomicinstabilityalso took
its toll; the banks' new systemic character, while expanding loan potential, also
showed its capacity for contagiousliquiditycrises. These gave rise, after many bank
failures, to the acceptanceby the central bank of lender-of-last-resortresponsibilities. This marksa shift of the source of liquidityfrom private resources-each bank's
own operations, leading banks' enlightenedself-interest, and the liquidity potential
of the money market-to a central institution,and the rationalefor providing liquidity shifts to maintainingsystemic stability, rather than the survival of individual
banks.
The next element of the story is a familiartheme in Americanliteratureover the
last decade or two: the moral hazardinherentin measuresadoptedto prevent contagion. As the banks felt safer from liquidity crises caused by their own actions or by
others in the industry, they realized that the penalty for over-lending had been reduced again; once again, the limits to lending were expandedin a way that could be
tested by experience.
The asset side of banks' balance sheets reflect this new confidence after World
War II. They began with the war inheritanceof a high proportionof liquid government assets in their portfolios and graduallyran them down in favor of higher-yielding loans. Reserves also have been steadily reduced-thisis true of every EU country
except Spain and Portugal, but Britain representsthe extreme; in Britain reserves
are now regardedas having no prudentialrole at all and are pared to an operational
minimum, almost certainlyinadequateto deal with any majorshock.
The final stage of increasing financial fragility was the developmentof liability
management,in which banks made loans in the clear expectationof having to compete for deposits to balance their books and restore such minimal liquidity as was
felt necessary. By this means the source of liquidity shifts back into the hands of the
banks to some extent.
The developmentof securitizedlendingworks in the opposite direction:this shift
to marketableloans, though still small, represents an increase in the liquidity of
banks' balance sheets. Similarly, off-balance-sheetactivity not only helps banks
evade restrictions, but also generatesincome without the hazardof takingpositions.
These developments may be read as evidence that the liquidity cushion, systemati-
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cally reduced over the years by learning, innovating, co-opting the regulator, and
taking increasingrisks, had become too thin for comfort.

Banks,SecuritiesMarkets,andInvestment:Conclusion
The Keynes story, that investment causes saving, depends for its validity on
some fraction of any new, higher level of investmentbeing financedby the banks,
because of their ability to finance in excess of saving. There are problems for this
theory inherentin new bankingpractice and with the evolution of the financinghabits of firms. The amount of investment financed by banks was probably always
small, but it is probably shrinking. The conclusion, however, is not to return to
loanable funds theory, but to discover what the banks are financing: consumer
loans, propertydeals, takeovers, and other speculativefinancialtransactions.These
are the new autonomous expenditures, the elements that shift the economy, and
these factors are not only capricious, they do nothingto improvethe capacityto produce and to compete. The system described in The General Theory, with all its
threateningemphasis on uncertaintyand instability,is a picnic by comparison.

Notes
1. Moore [1991] denies this possibility, arguing that money is never in excess supply, because it will quickly find its way to those with overdraftswho will repay them. This was
also the argumentof Kaldor and Trevithick [19811. This is certainlyone dispositionof excess money, but there are others, viz. spending it on goods or on securities. (TMelast of
these constitutesfunding if and only if firms are simultaneouslyissuing the appropriatesecurities, otherwise the price of existing securities will be bid up without any new money
going to firms.)
The argumentof Moore, Kaldor, and Trevithickis merely extreme, precludingother legitimate possibilities. Moore wrongly attributes to me an equally extreme position,
namely, that extinction of overdraftsis never possible. See Goodhart[1989] and Howells
[1997] for most welcome refutations.
2. I reservejudgment on Keynes's stylized fact pending researchon this matterfor the interwar period.
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